
 Koh Samui villa 167/30 - Bophut Sea-View Villa Details

PID : 100580

Price : 621 USD

Bedrooms : 4

Sleeps : 8

Baths : 5

Country : Thailand

Region : Koh Samui

Town : Bophut

Description

Basking in a location best described as exceptional, this stunning four bedroom villa is the sort of

Samui villa rental that exceeds expectations time and time again. From the ground floor steps that

lead up to the main living areas of the villa, you already know you are in for a treat. Once reaching

the main living areas, you will encounter an Infinity swimming pool, a spacious sun terrace, a Thai

Sala and lots of sun loungers.One of the most stunning features is its hillside location that provides

you with breathtaking elevated views looking out towards the distant gulf. The villas location at

Bophut, under 3 km to the beach means you can enjoy the tranquil location but still be close

enough to visit the beach or a restaurant within a short drive. This spacious villa enjoys a large

open plan living area that combines the lounge and dining room into one relaxing space that

provides direct access to the pool area. Another great feature of this villa is the fully-equipped

fitness room, perfect for those who like to keep fit, even when on holiday. The fitness area even

has its own wooden sauna unit. With four bedrooms, five bathrooms, a beautiful modern interior

and those dramatic sea-views, you have a villa that is something special, just how you want your

Samui holiday experience to be!

LOCATION

Situated under 3 km from Bophut Beach perched on a scenic hillside overlooking the sea, this

location on the northern Samui coastline successfully merges that tranquil retreat atmosphere with

convenience with restaurants, the beach and Bophut Hills Golf Course all within a 10-minute drive.

If you are looking for peace and quiet but close enough to local facilities to really enjoy yourself,

this is the perfect option.

VACATION VILLA ACCOMMODATION

Bedrooms

The four bedrooms, which back directly onto the pool and terrace, are all beautifully decorated and

luxurious. They all have double beds with ensuite bathrooms and additionally have a feeling of

space as you can relax on a sofa in your own suite.

Bathrooms

There are five bathrooms all with showers, wash-hand basins, and WCs. Four of the bathrooms

are ensuite and the master ensuite has the addition of a Jacuzzi bath to soak away all the aches

and pains of life.

Dining Room

Family meals in paradise never get better with seating for six around a wooden dining table,

combined with the view towards the pool and the distant sea-views. This is where holiday dreams

are made.

Kitchen

The western-style kitchen has everything you might need for those perfect meals in a home away

from home. In addition to the standard appliances, there is an oven, a microwave, coffee maker,

rice cooker, a toaster and even a food mixer to cater for every meal of the day.

Living Rooms

The living room is part of the modern open plan design with wooden vaulted ceilings and white

painted walls to retain the light and airy feel. L-shaped sofas ensure total comfort whilst watching

the choice of international channels on the outsize flat-screen TV. You may be distracted by the

view over the pool however, which is just meters away.

Rental Conditions



Property owner

Name : Thailand Holiday Homes

Phone Number : +44 (0) 800 014 8995

Prices

Low season : 621   USD

Normal : 621 USD

High season : 803 - 1465 USD
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